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PRESS RELEASE 

 

Rail Infrastructure: A Sideline for the Big Players – A Strong Market for 

Specialists 

New Study by SCI Verkehr  

[3rd April 2014] The most significant manufacturers in the field of rail infrastructure can still 

be found in Western Europe. Following the Chinese, Russian manufacturers are now 

entering the market. Renowned global players and dedicated railway technology specialists 

are competing against each other. These are the three principal conclusions of the new 

MultiClient study “Worldwide Manufacturers of Rail Infrastructure” by SCI Verkehr GmbH. 

SCI Verkehr’s analysts examined several hundred companies and assessed 100 of them in more 

detail. Four principal criteria (rail infrastructure turnover, its share in total business, market shares 

in six selected core product markets, and 3-year turnover development) revealed the leading 

market players as well as successful “hidden champions” possessing specialist know-how in 

distinctive market niches. All data collected and assessed was summarised in clearly arranged 

company fact sheets, which were discussed with the respective market players before being 

included in the study’s annexe. 

Well-known global players which do business in other industries as well traditionally hold the top 

positions. Another distinctive feature in this sector is state-owned companies, which do not fully 

depend on market structures. With large Chinese suppliers already established, partially-

privatised Russian companies are now clearly gaining in importance. 

 

http://www.sci.de/en/products/scimulticlient-studies/search-result/study/worldwide-suppliers-rail-infrastructure.html?studie_en=23
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The most interesting group of market players is made up of specialist manufacturers using 

dedicated know-how in distinctive market niches. Market players of predominantly regional 

significance up to now, such as Track Tec (Poland), LB Foster (USA), Yamato Kogyo (Japan), 

Pfisterer (Germany), Frauscher (Austria) and Hollysys (China), have shown a significant recent 

upturn in business and are growing beyond the boundaries of their domestic markets. 

The market study “Worldwide Manufacturers of Rail Infrastructure” is now available in English from 

SCI Verkehr GmbH (www.sci.de). 
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